Fri 28th Mar 2014

BSFC Academy FC Match Report
Bishop’s Stortford FC

Histon FC

Bishop ’ s Stortford 0 - 0 Histon : HT 0 - 0

Football Conference Youth Alliance
The Blues’ Academy must continue to wait for their first victory at the ProKit UK Stadium this campaign but they gave a much
improved performance against their Cambridgeshire opponents compared to the 0-7 defeat inflicted by the same opposition a
month ago. A strong defensive display with central defenders Joe Ryan and Bradley Jarvis playing particularly well saw Stortford through to a hard earned point.
Luis McCoy and Matthew Waters were close to giving the Stutes the lead early on but in the 9th minute when Jack Isherwood
crossed from the right Ben Smith’s header across the face of the goal deflected for a corner. From the flag-kick Histon defender Connor Woulahan cleared off the goal-line from Isherwood.
The visitors, however, had the edge in possession up to the break although there no clear cut chances at either end.
Half time: 0-0
On the restart the play followed a similar pattern although Blues’ stopper Cameron Robson did well in the 69th minute to hold
the ball at the feet of Histon substitute Charlie Naylor following Luca Dusi’s cross in from the left flank.
Both sides were inaccurate with their final pass but Histon upping their tempo before the end came the closest to finding the
net when, with twelve minutes remaining, skipper Curtis Futcher headed against the bar following Christian Le’s cross from
the right.
In a rare Blues raid Mason Naylor shot just over in the closing stages.
Full time: 0-0
BISHOP’S STORTFORD: Cameron Robson; Jordan Barra; Rene Leacock; Joe Milbourne; Joe Ryan; Bradley Jarvis; Mason
Naylor; Ben James; Jack Isherwood; Kobe Owusu (sub – Tresor Ndele 51 mins) (sub – Alex Warman 80 mins)); Ben Smith.
Unused substitutes: Cuney Hassan and Toby Dellow.

